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ABSTRACT
Black hole (BH) mergers driven by gravitational perturbations of external companions constitute
an important class of formation channels for merging BH binaries detected by LIGO. We have studied
the orbital and spin evolution of binary BHs in triple systems, where the tertiary companion excites
large eccentricity in the inner binary through Lidov-Kozai oscillations, causing the binary to merge
via gravitational radiation. Using the single-averaged and double-averaged secular dynamics of triples
(where the equations of motion are averaged over the inner orbit and both orbits, respectively), we
perform a large set of numerical integrations to determine the merger window (the range of companion
inclinations that allows the inner binary to merge within ∼10 Gyrs) and the merger fraction as a
function of various system parameters (e.g., the binary masses m1, m2 and initial semi-major axis
a0, the mass, semi-major axis and eccentricity eout of the outer companion). For typical BH binaries
(m1,2 ' 20M − 30M and a0 & 10 AU), the merger fraction increases rapidly with eout because of
the octupole perturbation, ranging from ∼ 1% at eout = 0 to 10 − 20% at eout = 0.9. We derive the
analytical expressions and approximate scaling relations for the merger window and merger fraction for
systems with negligible octupole effect, and apply them to neutron star binary mergers in triples. We
also follow the spin evolution of the BHs during the companion-induced orbital decay, where de-Sitter
spin precession competes with Lidov-Kozai orbital precession/nutation. Starting from aligned spin
axes (relative to the orbital angular momentum axis), a wide range of final spin-orbit misalignment
angle θfsl can be generated when the binary enters the LIGO sensitivity band. For systems where the
octupole effect is small (such as those with m1 ' m2 or eout ∼ 0), the distribution of θfsl peaks around
90◦. As the octuple effect increases, a more isotropic distribution of final spin axis is produced. Overall,
merging BH binaries produced by Lidov-Kozai oscillations in triples exhibit a unique distribution of
the effective (mass-weighted) spin parameter χeff ; this may be used to distinguish this formation
channel from other dynamical channels.
Subject headings: binaries: general - black hole physics - gravitational waves - stars: black holes -
stars: kinematics and dynamics
1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last two years, several mergers of black hole
(BH) and neutron star (NS) binaries have been observed
in gravitational waves by aLIGO/VIRGO (e.g., Abbott
et al. 2016a,b, 2017a,b,c,d). With the estimated binary
BH merger rate of 10-200 Gpc−3yr−1, many hundreds of
BH mergers are expected to be detected in the coming
years. It is therefore important to systematically study
various formation mechanisms of such compact binaries
and their observable signatures.
The formation channels of merging BH binaries can
be broadly divided into two categories: isolated binary
evolution and dynamical formation, corresponding to
different ways of bringing widely separated BHs into
sufficiently close orbits to allow gravitational-radiation
driven binary coalescence. In the isolated binary evolu-
tion scenario, massive stellar binaries formed with rel-
atively small separations (. 10 AU) are tighten in or-
bit by the drag forces through common-envelop phases
(e.g., Lipunov et al. 1997, 2017; Podsiadlowski et al. 2003;
Belczynski et al. 2010, 2016; Dominik et al. 2012, 2013,
2015) or through chemically homogeneous evolution as-
sociated with rapid stellar rotations (e.g., Mandel & de
Mink 2016; Marchant et al. 2016). The dynamical forma-
tion mechanism includes various “flavors”, all involving
gravitational interactions between multiple stars/BHs.
In one class of scenarios, binary BHs become bound and
tighten through three-body encounters and/or secular in-
teractions in dense star clusters (e.g., Portegies Zwart
& McMillan 2000; Miller & Hamilton 2002; Miller &
Lauburg 2009; O’Leary et al. 2006; Banerjee et al. 2010;
Downing et al. 2010; Rodriguez et al. 2015; Chatterjee
et al. 2017; Samsing et al. 2018) or galactic nuclei (e.g.,
O’Leary et al. 2009; Antonini & Perets 2012; Antonini
& Rasio 2016; VanLandingham et al. 2016; Petrovich &
Antonini 2017; Hoang et al. 2018; Leigh et al. 2018); al-
ternatively, binary BH mergers can be induced in triples
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2in the galactic fields (e.g., Silsbee & Tremaine 2017; An-
tonini et al. 2017).
Despite many studies, there are large uncertainties in
the predicted event rates and binary BH properties in
various formation scenarios. Some of these involve uncer-
tainties in the physical processes (e.g. common-envelop
evolution), while others are “environmental” uncertain-
ties (e.g. BH population in clusters, orbital parameter
distributions in triples). In particular, it is difficult to
distinguish different formation mechanisms on the basis
of event rates and mass measurements of merging bina-
ries. Other discriminant observables would be desirable.
In the dynamical channel, a BH binary could acquire
substantial eccentricity through close encounters, so the
detection of eccentric merging binaries would indicate
certain dynamical processes at work (e.g., Gu¨ltekin et al.
2006; O’Leary et al. 2009; Antonini & Perets 2012; Cho-
lis et al. 2016; Samsing & Ramirez-Ruiz 2017; Silsbee &
Tremaine 2017; Chen & Amaro-Seoane 2017; Antonini
et al. 2017). However, due to the efficient eccentricity
damping by gravitational wave emission, the majority
of the merging binaries will be fully circularized as they
enter the aLIGO/VIRGO frequency band (& 10 Hz) re-
gardless of the formation channels. Another potentially
valuable observable is the BH spin, which is expected to
carry information on the binary formation history. In
particular, through the phase shift in the binary inspiral
waveform, one can directly measure the mass-weighted
average of dimensionless spin parameter,
χeff ≡ m1χ1 +m2χ2
m1 +m2
· Lˆ, (1)
where m1,2 are the masses of BHs, χ1,2 = cS1,2/(Gm
2
1,2)
are the dimensionless BH spins, and Lˆ is the unit orbital
angular momentum vector. In the isolated binary evo-
lution channel, because of mass transfer and accretion
in the common envelope phase, the BH spin tends to be
aligned with the orbital angular momentum, although
velocity kick during BH formation may introduce small
misalignment (e.g., Postnov & Kuranov 2017; Belczyn-
ski et al. 2017). On the other hand, in the dynamical
formation channel, the BH spin axis has a propensity to
point in any direction. Therefore, the distribution of spin
tilts is of great importance and could be used as a probe
to understand merging binary formation channels (e.g.,
Rodriguez et al. 2016; Farr et al. 2017). The five BH
binaries detected by aLIGO so far have relatively small
χeff (−0.06+0.14−0.14 for GW150914, 0.21+0.2−0.1 for GW151226,
−0.12+0.21−0.3 for GW170104, 0.07+0.23−0.09 for GW170608 and
0.06+0.12−0.12 for GW170814). This could be either the result
of slowly-spinning BHs (e.g., Zaldarriaga et al. 2017) or
large spin-orbit misalignments. Of particular interest is
that GW170104 (e.g., Abbott et al. 2017a) has a negative
χeff value (with appreciable error bars), implying that
the configurations with both component spins positively
aligned with the orbital angular momentum are disfa-
vored. Such a negative χeff value may not be produced
in the standard binary evolution channel, but would be
natural if the binary is dynamically formed.
In this work, we study the orbital and spin evolution of
merging BH binaries and NS binaries in the presence of
an external companion. It is well known that a tertiary
body on an inclined orbit can accelerate the orbital de-
cay of an inner binary by inducing Lidov-Kozai (LK) ec-
centrcity/inclination oscillations (e.g., Lidov 1962; Kozai
1962). This effect was first studied in the context of su-
permassive BH binary mergers (e.g., Blaes et al. 2002).
There have been a number of previous studies of LK-
induced mergers of stellar-mass BH binaries in globular
clusters or active galactic nuclei (e.g., Miller & Hamil-
ton 2002; Wen 2003; Thompson 2011; Antonini & Perets
2012; Antonini et al. 2014; Hoang et al. 2018) and in
the galactic fields (e.g., Antonini et al. 2017; Silsbee &
Tremaine 2017). Many of these works involved popu-
lation synthesis calculations, adopting various assump-
tions on the BH binary/triple parameters and distribu-
tions and accounting for the effects of cluster dynamics.
Such approaches are important, but it can be difficult to
know how the numerical results (such as the predicted
binary merger rates) depend on the input parameters
and assumptions. In this paper we focus on the “clean”
problem of isolated triples. Using the secular equa-
tions of motion of hierarchical triples (both the octupole-
level “double-averaged” equations and “single-averaged”
equations that we develop in this paper), we systemati-
cally examine the “merger window” (i.e., the range of in-
clination angles between the inner binary and the outer
companion that induces binary merger) and merger frac-
tion as a function of BH and companion masses and or-
bital parameters. Guided by numerical integrations and
analytic estimates, we identify the key parameters and
scaling relations for understanding LK-induced mergers.
Another important goal of our work is to examine how
misalignments between the BH spins and the orbital an-
gular momentum in the BH binaries can be produced
in LK-induced mergers. This problem was first stud-
ied in our recent paper (Liu & Lai 2017), where we fo-
cused on BH binaries with small initial orbital separa-
tions (. 1AU) such that the external companion induces
zero or only modest (e . 0.9) eccentricity excitation in
the inner binary. We found that starting from aligned
BH spins, a wide range of spin-orbit misalignments (in-
cluding retrograde spins) can be generated. In this pa-
per, we consider more general, wide BH binaries (such
that the binaries have no chance of merging by them-
selves within ∼ 1010 yrs) where an external companion
induces extreme eccentricity excitation and merger of the
binary. As we show in this paper, the BH spin exhibits a
wide range of evolutionary paths, and different distribu-
tions of final spin-orbit misalignments can be produced
depending on the system parameters.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
present the equations for calculating the evolution of
triples including gravitational radiation. These equations
are based on the single averaging (for the inner orbit)
3and double averaging (for both inner and outer orbits)
approximations for the orbital evolution of hierarchical
triples. We also present the basic properties of LK oscil-
lations for general triple systems; these are useful for de-
termining analytical expressions of the merger windows
and merger fractions for “quadrupole” systems. In Sec-
tion 3, we perform a large set of numerical integrations
to determine the merger windows for LK-induced binary
mergers, assuming isotropic distribution of the orienta-
tions of tertiary companions. The associated merger
fractions of BH binaries and NS binaries are obtained,
including various analytical/scaling relations and fitting
formulae. In Section 4, we study the BH spin evolution
during LK-induced binary mergers. We identify various
dynamical behaviours for the spin evolution and calcu-
late the distributions of the spin-orbit misalignment an-
gle and the effective spin parameter χeff when the binary
enters the LIGO/VIRGO band. We summarize our main
results in Section 5.
2. LIDOV-KOZAI OSCILLATIONS IN TRIPLES
WITH GRAVITATIONAL RADIATION
We consider a hierarchical triple system, composed of
an inner BH binary of masses m1, m2 and a distant com-
panion of mass m3 that moves around the center of mass
of the inner bodies. The reduced mass for the inner bi-
nary is µin ≡ m1m2/m12, with m12 ≡ m1 + m2. Sim-
ilarly, the outer binary has µout ≡ (m12m3)/m123 with
m123 ≡ m12 + m3. The semi-major axes and eccentric-
ities are denoted by ain, aout and ein, eout, respectively.
The orbital angular momenta of two orbits are
Lin = LinLˆin = µin
√
Gm12ain(1− e2in) Lˆin, (2)
Lout = LoutLˆout = µout
√
Gm123aout(1− e2out) Lˆout,(3)
where Lˆin and Lˆout are unit vectors. Similarly, we de-
fine the eccentricity vectors as ein = eineˆin and eout =
eineˆout. Throughout the paper, for convenience of nota-
tion, we will frequently omit the subscript “in” for the
inner orbit.
To study the evolution of the merging inner BH binary
under the influence of the tertiary companion, we first
develop the secular equations of motion in terms of the
angular momentum L and eccentricity e vectors:
dL
dt
=
dL
dt
∣∣∣∣
LK
+
dL
dt
∣∣∣∣
GW
, (4)
de
dt
=
de
dt
∣∣∣∣
LK
+
de
dt
∣∣∣∣
GR
+
de
dt
∣∣∣∣
GW
, (5)
where we include the contributions from the external
companion that generate LK oscillations (to be dis-
cussed in Section 2.1), the general relatively (GR) post-
Newtonian correction, and the dissipation due to gravi-
tational waves (GW) emission.
General Relativity (1-PN correction) introduces peri-
center precession as
de
dt
∣∣∣∣
GR
= ΩGRLˆ× e, (6)
with the precession rate given by
ΩGR =
3Gnm12
c2a(1− e2) , (7)
where n = (Gm12/a
3)1/2 is the mean motion of the inner
binary. Gravitational radiation draws energy and angu-
lar momentum from the BH orbit . The rates of change
of L and e are given by (Peters 1964)
dL
dt
∣∣∣∣
GW
= −32
5
G7/2
c5
µ2m
5/2
12
a7/2
1 + 7e2/8
(1− e2)2 Lˆ, (8)
de
dt
∣∣∣∣
GW
= −304
15
G3
c5
µm212
a4(1− e2)5/2
(
1 +
121
304
e2
)
e. (9)
The associated orbital decay rate is(
a˙
a
)
GW
≡ − 1
TGW
= −64
5
G3µm212
c5a4
1
(1− e2)7/2
(
1 +
73
24
e2 +
37
96
e4
)
.
(10)
The merger time due to GW radiation of an isolated bi-
nary with the initial semi-major axis a0 and eccentricity
e0 = 0 is given by
Tm,0 =
5c5a40
256G3m212µ
(11)
' 1010
(
60M
m12
)2(
15M
µ
)(
a0
0.202AU
)4
yrs.
Thus, for typical BH binaries (m1 ∼ m2 ∼ 30M),
only for separations less than about 0.2AU can the iso-
lated binary be allowed to merge within a Hubble time
(THubble ≡ 1010yrs). In this paper, we will consider much
larger initial binary separations (a0 & 10AU), so that
merger is possible only when the tertiary companion in-
duces extreme eccentricity excitations in the inner bi-
nary.
2.1. Orbital Evolution in the Secular Approximation
If we introduce the instantaneous separation between
the inner bodies as r ≡ rrˆ, and the separation between
the external perturber and the center of mass of the inner
bodies as rout ≡ routrˆout, then the complete Hamiltonian
of the system can then be written as (e.g., Harrington
1968)
H = 1
2
µ|r˙|2 + 1
2
µout|r˙out|2 − Gm1m2
r
− Gm12m3
rout
+ Φ,
(12)
where
Φ = −Gm1m2m3
∞∑
l=2
[
ml−11 + (−1)lml−12
ml12
]
rl
rl+1out
Pl(cos θ).
(13)
4Here Pl(x) is the Legendre polynomial of degree l and θ
is the angle between r and rout.
2.1.1. Double-Averaged Secular Equations
For the sufficiently hierarchical systems, the angular
momenta of the inner and outer binaries exchange pe-
riodically over a long timescale (longer than the com-
panion’s orbital period), while the exchange of energy
is negligible. The orbital evolution of the triple system
can be studied by expanding the Hamiltonian to the oc-
tupole order and averaging over both the inner and outer
orbits (double averaging), i.e., Φ = Φquad + Φoct. The
quadrupole (l = 2) piece is given by
〈〈Φquad〉〉 =µΦ0
8
[
1− 6e2 − 3(1− e2)(Lˆ · Lˆout)2
+ 15e2(eˆ · Lˆout)2
]
,
(14)
and the octupole (l = 3) potential is
〈〈Φoct〉〉 = 15µΦ0εoct
64
{
e(eˆ · eˆout)
[
8e2 − 1 (15)
−35e2(eˆ · Lˆout)2 + 5(1− e2)(Lˆ · Lˆout)2
]
+10e(1− e2)(eˆ · Lˆout)(Lˆ · eˆout)(Lˆ · Lˆout)
}
,
where
Φ0 ≡ Gm3a
2
a3out(1− e2out)3/2
, (16)
and
εoct ≡ m1 −m2
m12
(
a
aout
)
eout
1− e2out
. (17)
The explicit expressions for (dL/dt)LK, (de/dt)LK and
for (dLout/dt)LK, (deout/dt)LK are provided in Liu et al.
(2015a). In general, L˙in,out and e˙in,out consist of two
pieces: a quadrupole term and an octupole term. The
quadrupole term induces the oscillations in the eccen-
tricity and mutual orbital inclination on the timescale of
tLK =
1
n
m12
m3
(
aout,eff
a
)3
, (18)
where the effective outer binary separation is defined as
aout,eff ≡ aout
√
1− e2out. (19)
The octupole piece is quantified by terms proportional to
εoct, which measures the relative strength of the octupole
potential compared to the quadrupole one.
For systems that can be correctly described by the
double-averaged equations, the eccentricity variation
timescale of the inner binary must be longer than the pe-
riod of companion’s orbit. Otherwise, the secular equa-
tions may break down (e.g., Seto 2013; Antonini et al.
2014). Note that when the eccentricity of the inner bi-
nary is excited to the maximum value emax, the eccen-
tricity vector e evolves on the timescale of tLK
√
1− e2max
(e.g., Anderson et al. 2016), much shorter than the
quadrupole LK period (∼ tLK). Thus, for the double-
averaged secular equations to be valid, we require
tLK
√
1− e2max & Pout, (20)
where Pout is the period of the outer binary.
2.1.2. Single-Averaged Secular Equations
For moderately hierarchical systems, the change in the
angular momentum of the inner binary may be significant
within one period of the outer orbit, and the short-term
(. Pout) oscillations of the system cannot be ignored. In
this case, the double-averaged secular equations break
down, and we can use the single-averaged secular equa-
tions (only averaging over the inner orbital period).
Averaging over the inner orbit, the quadrupole term in
Equation (13) becomes
〈Φquad〉 = µΦ
′
0
4
[
−1+6e2+3(j·rˆout)2−15(e·rˆout)2
]
, (21)
and the octupole term is
〈Φoct〉 = 5µΦ
′
0ε
′
oct
16
[
(3− 24e2)(e · rˆout)
− 15(j · rˆout)2(e · rˆout) + 35(e · rˆout)3
]
,(22)
where
j ≡ jLˆ =
√
1− e2Lˆ (23)
is the dimensionless angular momentum vector, and the
coefficients Φ′0 and ε
′
oct are given by
Φ′0 =
Gm3a
2
r3out
, (24)
and
ε′oct =
m1 −m2
m12
a
rout
. (25)
In terms of the averaged potentials, the equations of
motion for the inner orbital vectors j and e are (e.g.,
Tremaine et al. 2009)
dj
dt
= − 1
µ
√
Gm12a
(
j×∇j〈Φ〉+ e×∇e〈Φ〉
)
, (26)
de
dt
= − 1
µ
√
Gm12a
(
j×∇e〈Φ〉+ e×∇j〈Φ〉
)
. (27)
Substituting Equation (21) into Equations (26) and (27),
the quadrupole level equations can be obtained:
dj
dt
∣∣∣∣∣
quad
=
3
2t′LK
[
5(e·rˆout)e×rˆout−(j·rˆout)j×rˆout
]
, (28)
5de
dt
∣∣∣∣∣
quad
=
3
2t′LK
[
5(e · rˆout)j× rˆout
− (j · rˆout)e× rˆout − 2j× e
]
. (29)
Similarly, the octupole contributions are
dj
dt
∣∣∣∣∣
oct
=
15ε′oct
16t′LK
[
10(j · rˆout)(e · rˆout)j× rˆout
− (1− 8e2)e× rˆout + 5(j · rˆout)2e× rˆout
− 35(e · rˆout)2e× rˆout
]
, (30)
de
dt
∣∣∣∣∣
oct
=
15ε′oct
16t′LK
[
16(e · rˆout)j× eˆ− (1− 8e2)j× rˆout
+ 5(j · rˆout)2j× rˆout − 35(e · rˆout)2j× rˆout
+ 10(j · rˆout)(e · rˆout)e× rˆout
]
. (31)
In the above, we have defined the single-averaged
(quadrupole) LK timescale as
t′LK =
1
n
m12
m3
(
rout
a
)3
. (32)
The evolution equations of L and e are
dL
dt
∣∣∣∣
LK
= µ
√
Gm12a
(
dj
dt
∣∣∣∣
quad
+
dj
dt
∣∣∣∣
oct
)
, (33)
de
dt
∣∣∣∣
LK
=
de
dt
∣∣∣∣
quad
+
de
dt
∣∣∣∣
oct
. (34)
On the other hand, for the external companion, the dy-
namics is governed by
µout
d2rout
dt2
= ∇rout
(
Gm12m3
rout
)
−∇rout
(
〈Φquad〉+〈Φoct〉
)
.
(35)
The explicit form can be obtained by substituting Equa-
tions (21) and (22) into Equation (35). Equations (28)-
(31) and (33)-(35), together with Equations (6)-(9), com-
pletely determine the evolution of the triple system in the
single averaging approximation.
The single-averaged equations are applicable to a wider
range of system parameters than the double-averaged
equations. Nevertheless, their validity still requires that
the eccentricity evolution timescale at e ∼ emax be longer
than the orbital period of the inner binary, i.e.,
tLK
√
1− e2max & Pin. (36)
2.2. Lidov-Kozai Eccentricity Excitation: Analytical
Results
Before exploring the LK-induced mergers systemati-
cally (Section 3), we summarize some key analytical re-
sults for LK eccentricity excitations. It is well known
that short-range force effects (such as GR-induced apsi-
dal precession; see Equation 6) play an important role in
determining the maximum eccentricity emax in LK oscil-
lations (e.g., Holman et al. 1997; Fabrycky & Tremaine
2007). Analytical expression for emax for general hier-
archical triples (arbitrary masses) can be obtained in
the double-averaged secular approximation when the dis-
turbing potential is truncated to the quadrupole order
(Liu et al. 2015a; Anderson et al. 2016, 2017a).
In the absence of energy dissipation, the evolution of
the triple is governed by two conservation laws. The first
is the total orbital angular momentum of the system,
Ltot = L + Lout. In the quadrupole approximation, eout
is constant, and the conservation of |Ltot| implies
K ≡ j cos I − η
2
e2 = constant, (37)
where j =
√
1− e2, I is the angle between Lˆ and Lˆout,
and we have defined
η ≡
(
L
Lout
)
e=0
=
µ
µout
[
m12a
m123aout(1− e2out)
]1/2
. (38)
In the limit of L  Lout, Equation (37) reduces to the
usual “Kozai constant,”
√
1− e2 cos I = constant.
The second conserved quantity is the total energy. In
the double averaging approximation, it is given by (to
the quadrupole order)
Φ = 〈〈Φquad〉〉+ 〈ΦGR〉, (39)
where 〈〈Φquad〉〉 is given by Equation (14), and 〈ΦGR〉 is
given by
〈ΦGR〉 = −3G
2µm212
a2c2j
= −εGRµΦ0
j
, (40)
with
εGR =
3Gm212a
3
out,eff
c2a4m3
(41)
' 3.6× 10−5
(
m12
60M
)2(
m3
30M
)−1(
aout,eff
103AU
)3(
a
102AU
)−4
.
Using Equations (37) and (39), the maximum eccentric-
ity emax attained in the LK oscillation (starting from an
initial I0 and e0 ' 0) can be calculated analytically (Liu
et al. 2015a; Anderson et al. 2017a):
3
8
j2min − 1
j2min
[
5
(
cos I0 +
η
2
)2
−
(
3 + 4η cos I0 +
9
4
η2
)
j2min
+η2j4min
]
+ εGR
(
1− j−1min
)
= 0, (42)
where jmin ≡
√
1− e2max. Note that in the limit of η →
0 and εGR → 0, Equation (42) yields the well-known
relation emax =
√
1− (5/3) cos2 I0. For general η, the
maximum possible emax for all values of I0, called elim,
is achieved at I0,lim that satisfies demax/dI0 = 0, i.e.
cos I0,lim =
η
2
(
4
5
j2lim − 1
)
. (43)
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Fig. 1.— The maximum eccentricity of the inner BH binary ver-
sus the initial inclination I0 of the tertiary companion, calculated
using Equation (42). The inner binary has m1 = m2 = 30M,
a = 100AU, and initial e0 = 0. The parameters of the com-
panion are m3 = 30M, aout = 6000AU and eout = 0.001
(blue); m3 = 20M, aout = 5241AU and eout = 0.001 (cyan);
m3 = 20M, aout = 6000AU and eout = 0.487 (brown). The
emax(I0) curve depends mainly on m3/a3out,eff . The horizontal
(elim) and vertical (I±) lines are given by Equations (44) and (45),
respectively.
Substituting Equation (43) into Equation (42), we find
that the limiting eccentricity elim, the maximum of the
emax(I0) curve, is determined by
3
8
(j2lim−1)
[
−3 + η
2
4
(
4
5
j2lim − 1
)]
+ εGR
(
1− j−1lim
)
= 0.
(44)
On the other hand, eccentricity excitation (emax ≥ 0)
occurs only within a window of inclinations (cos I0)− 6
cos I0 6 (cos I0)+, where (Anderson et al. 2017a)
(cos I0)± =
1
10
(
− η ±
√
η2 + 60− 80
3
εGR
)
. (45)
This window exists only when
εGR ≤ 9
4
+
3
80
η2. (46)
In another word, no eccentricity excitation is possible
when Equation (46) is not satisfied.
Figure 1 shows some examples of the emax(I0) curves.
For η . 1, these curves depend mainly on m3/a3out,eff
(for given inner binary parameters). We see that the
excitation of eccentricity can only happen within a finite
range of I0, and the achieved maximum e cannot exceed
elim for any values of η.
For systems with m1 6= m2 and eout 6= 0, εoct is
non-negligible, the octupole effect may become impor-
tant (e.g., Ford et al. 2000; Blaes et al. 2002; Naoz et al.
2011; Katz et al. 2011; Naoz et al. 2013a; Naoz 2016).
This tends to widen the inclination window for large ec-
centricity excitation. However, the analytic expression
for elim given by Equation (44) remains valid even for
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Fig. 2.— Parameter space for eccentricity excitation of BH bina-
ries, with m3 and aout the mass and semi-major axis of the tertiary
companion. The parameters for the inner binary are given in the
figure. Five regions are indicated by different colors. The bound-
ary of “no e-excitation” is given by Equation (46). The boundaries
of double averaging (DA) and single averaging (SA) approxima-
tion are given by Equations (20) and (36). The stability condition
is given by Equation (47) with I0 = 90◦. In the yellow region,
the dashed curves are contours of constant Log10(1 − elim) (see
Equation 44) with the value indicated.
εoct 6= 0 (Liu et al. 2015a; Anderson & Lai 2017b). In an-
other word, because of the short-range force effect due to
GR, the maximum eccentricity cannot exceed elim even
when the octupole potential is significant. Higher ec-
centricity may be achieved when the double averaging
approximation breaks down (see Section 3.2)
2.3. Summary of Parameter Regimes
Figure 2 summarizes the parameter regimes of BH
triples in terms of the mass (m3) and semi-major axis
(aout) of the tertiary companion. For concreteness, we
consider a fixed set of inner binary parameters (m1 =
30M, m2 = 20M and a0 = 100AU), with eout = 0
(upper panel) and eout = 0.6 (lower panel). The stabil-
ity of the triple requires (e.g., Mardling & Aarseth 2001)
aout
a
> 2.8
(
1+
m3
m12
)2/5
(1 + eout)
2/5
(1− eout)6/5
(
1−0.3I0
180◦
)
. (47)
In Figure 2, several regions have been identified (color
coded) and the boundaries are given by the various cri-
teria (Equations 20, 36, 46 and 47; see the dotted curves).
We see that, in the rightmost region, the perturber is so
far away that no LK oscillations occur (no e-excitation).
In the “DA region”, the dynamics of the system can be
well described by the double-averaged (DA) secular equa-
tions. The numbers shown on the dashed curves indicate
the values of Log10(1−elim), suggesting the extent of the
excitation of eccentricity (Equation 44). In the “SA re-
gion”, the outer averaging fails, but the single-averaged
(SA) secular equations are valid.
3. MERGER WINDOW AND MERGER FRACTION
7In this section, we use numerical integrations to deter-
mine the “merger window” of BH binaries, i.e., the range
of inclination angles of the tertiary companion such that
the inner binary can attain sufficiently large eccentrici-
ties and merge within a critical timescale Tcrit (chosen to
be the Hubble time, 1010 yrs, throughout this paper; but
see Section 3.3). For a isotropic distribution of the ter-
tiary inclinations, the merger window then determines
the “merger fraction”. Our main goal is to determine
how the merger window and merger fraction depend on
the parameters of the triples.
3.1. Binary Mergers Induced by Quadrupole
Lidov-Kozai Effect
We first consider the cases when the octupole effect is
negligible (εoct ' 0; see Equation 17). These apply when
the tertiary companion has a circular orbit (eout = 0)
or when the inner BHs have equal masses (m1 = m2).
Figure 3 summarizes our results for a given set of bi-
nary and companion parameters (m1 = m3 = 30M,
m2 = 20M, a0 = 100AU, and aout = 4500AU) as a
function of the initial mutual inclination angle I0. All
initial systems satisfy the criterion of double averaging
for triples (Equation 20).
The top panel of Figure 3 shows emax for a grid of
inclinations (uniformly distributed in cos I0) in the ab-
sence of GW emission (this panel is similar to Figure 1,
but is a zoom-in version). We see that the eccentric-
ity can be driven to be as large as emax ' 1 − 10−6, at
I0 = I0,lim ' 92.16◦ (see Equation 43). In the second
panel, we plot Iemax , which is the instantaneous incli-
nation at e = emax, as a function of I0. When emax(I0)
achieves the maximum, Iemax become very chose to I0,lim,
implying that the range of oscillation in I is small (i.e.,
Lˆ exhibits negligible nutation).
In the third panel of Figure 3, we turn on orbital decay
due to gravitational radiation. The merger of the inner
binary is achieved within the Hubble time (Tm . 1010
yrs) for a range of inclinations around I0,lim. The ec-
centricity excitation leads to a shorter binary merger
time Tm compared to the “circular” merger time Tm,0
(see Equation 11). In Liu & Lai (2017), we found that
the merger timescale in LK-induced mergers can be de-
scribed by the fitting formula Tm = Tm,0(1 − e2max)α;
the coefficient α depends on emax (from Equation 42),
with α ' 1.5, 2 and 2.5 for emax = (0, 0.6), (0.6, 0.8)
and (0.8, 0.95), respectively. Here we consider the regime
where emax is much close to unity, and we find that Tm
can be best fitted by α = 3, i.e.
Tm ' Tm,0(1− e2max)3. (48)
This scaling can be understood as follows: The intrin-
sic GW-induced orbital decay rate |a˙/a|GW is propor-
tional to (1 − e2)−7/2 (Equation 10). In a LK-induced
merger, the orbital decay mainly occurs at e ' emax.
During the LK cycle, the binary only spreads a fraction
(∼√1− e2max) of the time near e ' emax. Thus, the LK-
averaged orbital decay rate is of order T−1m,0(1− e2max)−3,
I0,lim
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Fig. 3.— BH binary mergers induced by quadrupole LK effect.
From the top to the bottom: the maximum eccentricity emax, the
inclination Iemax (the value of I at e = emax; both emax and
Iemax are calculated assuming no GW emission), the inner binary
merger time Tm and the final spin-orbit misalignment angle (with
GW emission) as a function of the initial inclination for the triple
system. The system parameters are m1 = m3 = 30M, m2 =
20M, a0 = 100AU (initial value of a), aout = 4500AU and eout =
0. The solid lines in the top two panels are obtained from the
analytical expressions given in Section 2.2. The numerical results
(dots in the third and bottom panels) are from the double-averaged
secular equations (each dot represents a successful merger event
with the Hubble time, 1010 yrs). In the third panel, the dashed
curve corresponds to the fitting formula Tm ' Tm,0(1− e2max)3. In
the bottom panel, the dots show the final spin-orbit misalignment
angles for m1 (black) and m2 (red); note that θfs1l and θ
f
s2l
nearly
overlap. The dashed curve is given by Equation (73).
as indicated by Equation (48). Using Equation (48), we
can define the “merger eccentricity” em via
Tm,0(1− e2m)3 = Tcrit. (49)
Thus, only systems with emax & em can have the merger
time Tm less than Tcrit – Throughout this paper, our
numerical results refer to Tcrit = 10
10 yrs (see Sec-
tion 3.3). For the systems shown in Figure 3, we find
1− em ' 10−4, and the merger window of initial inclina-
tions is I−0,merger 6 I0 6 I+0,merger, with I−0,merger = 91.56◦
and I+0,merger = 92.76
◦ (Equation 42), in agreement with
the direct numerical results. As expected, the width of
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Fig. 4.— Sample orbital and spin evolution of a BH binary system with a tertiary companion. The three top panels show the semi-major
axis, eccentricity and inclination (relative to Lˆout) of the inner BH binary, and the three bottom panels show the adiabaticity parameter
A (Equation 61), the spin-orbit misalignment angle θsb (the angle between S1 and Lout) and θsl (the angle between S1 and L). The
parameters are m1 = 30M, m2 = 20M, m3 = 30M, aout = 4500AU, eout = 0, and the initial a0 = 100AU, I0 = 92.52◦, e0 = 0.001,
and θ0sl = 0
◦.
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Fig. 5.— Same as Figure 4, except for I0 = 92.33◦.
the merger window (I+0,merger− I−0,merger ' 1.2◦) is rather
small. Also note that Tm shows a constant distribution
around I0 ∼ I0,lim. This is the result of “one-shot”
merger, where the system only undergoes the first LK
cycle, then “suddenly” merges during the high-e phase.
Figures 4-6 show a few examples of the orbital
evolution for the systems inside the merger win-
dow, for which the initial inclination equals to I0 =
92.52◦, 92.33◦, 92.18◦, respectively. The evolution of BH
spin is also shown, and this will be discussed in Section
4. In the three upper panels of Figure 4, we see that
the inner binary undergoes cyclic excursions to the max-
imum eccentricity emax, with accompanying oscillations
in the inclination I. As the binary decays, the range of
eccentricity oscillations becomes smaller, and the eccen-
tricity “freezes” to a large value. In the final phase, GW
dissipation causes the orbit to shrink in the semi-major
axis and circularize in the eccentricity.
In Figures 5-6, I0 is closer to I0,lim, so that emax
achieved during LK oscillations is closer to elim. The
GW-induced orbital decay is more efficient (Equations
8-9), so the binary only experiences a few or even less
than one LK cycles before merging. In Figure 5, the
orbit undergoes the usual freezing of eccentricity oscilla-
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Fig. 6.— Same as Figure 4, except for I0 = 92.18◦.
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Fig. 7.— Same as Figure 4, except for a more distant companion with aout = 6700AU, and I0 = 91.76◦.
tions as in Figure 4. In Figure 6, a decays abruptly, and
the binary merges in the first high-eccentricity episode
(“one-shot merger”).
Figure 7 shows another example for a system with a
more distant companion (aout = 6700AU). Even though
I0 ' I0,lim for this example, the inner BH binary does
not attain sufficiently large emax to enable “one-shot”
merger.
For all the examples considered in Figures 3-7, we find
that the merging BH binaries have a negligible eccentric-
ity (e . 0.01) when entering the aLIGO band.
The lower panel of Figure 8 shows the merger window
(in terms of cos I0) as a function of the effective semi-
major axis of the tertiary companion. From Section 2.2
(see Figure 1), we have found that in the quadrupole ap-
proximation, the eccentricity excitation depends on m3,
aout, eout through the ratio m3/a
3
out,eff (where aout,eff is
given by Equation 19). We therefore introduce the di-
mensionless scaled semi-major axis
a¯out,eff ≡
(
aout,eff
1000AU
)(
m3
30M
)−1/3
=
(
aout
√
1− e2out
1000AU
)(
m3
30M
)−1/3 (50)
to characterize the “strength” of the outer perturber
(note that Figure 8 neglects the octupole effect, which
can complicate the single dependence of the merger win-
dow on a¯out,eff ; see Section 3.2). For a given BH bi-
nary (m1 = 30M, m2 = 20M, a0 = 100AU), we fix
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Fig. 8.— Merger fraction (upper panel) and merger window
(lower panel) as a function of the effective semi-major axis of ter-
tiary companion a¯out,eff (Equation 50). The system parameters are
m1 = 30M, m2 = 20M, a0 = 100AU, e0 = 0.001 and eout = 0.
In the lower panel, the color coded dots are obtained by integrating
the single/double averaged secular equations (each dot represents
a successful merger within 1010 yrs), and the dashed curves (for
each m3 value) represent cos I
+
0,merger and cos I
−
0,merger, and can
be obtained analytically using Equations (42) and (49). In the
top panel, the open circles and crosses indicate the merger fraction
from the mergers shown in the lower panel. The dashed curve is
the analytical estimate, given by Equation (51).
eout = 0 and m3 = 30M or 10M, but vary aout. For
each a¯out,eff , we consider 3000 values of I0 spaced equally
in cos I0 ∈ (−1, 1), evolve the systems numerically and
record every merger event. The results obtained by the
double and single averaged secular equations are marked
by dark and light colors, respectively.
The upper panel of Figure 8 shows the merger fraction
from the mergers shown in the lower panel, which can
also be characterized by the analyzed expression
fmerger(a0, aout, eout) =
1
2
∣∣∣∣ cos I+0,merger − cos I−0,merger∣∣∣∣.
(51)
In the upper panel, the merger fraction is around ∼ 1%,
and gradually decreases as a¯out,eff increases. The merger
window is closed when a¯out,eff exceeds certain critical
value. Figure 8 also shows results for a different value
of m3 (10M). This gives different values of η and I0,lim
(Equation 43), but the merger window is qualitatively
similar to the m3 = 30M case, except shifted to rel-
atively large values of I0. Both merger windows (for
the two values of m3) are well described by Equations
(42) and (49). The merger fractions, fmerger, are essen-
tially identical (see the dashed curve in the upper panel).
These indicate that the fitting formula (49), together
with Equation (42), can be used to predicted what types
of systems will undergo merger in less than 1010 yrs, at
least in the quadrupole order. For “pure” quadrupole
systems, simple scaling relations for fmerger (as a func-
tion of a0, m1, m2 and Tcrit) can be obtained (see Section
3.3).
3.2. Eccentric Companions: Mergers Induced by
Octupole Lidov-Kozai Effect
For m1 6= m2 and eccentric companions (eout 6= 0), the
octupole effect becomes important when εoct (Equation
17) is appreciable, and some of the analytical expressions
given in Section 2.2 break down. Previous works (Liu et
al. 2015a; Anderson et al. 2017a) have shown that the
main effect of the octupole potential is to broaden the
range of the initial I0 for extreme eccentricity excita-
tions (emax = elim), while the quadrupole expression for
limiting eccentricity elim (Equation 44) remains valid.
Figure 9 shows some examples of the merger win-
dows for different values of εoct. To illustrated the ef-
fect of octupole perturbation, we consider four cases
with the same a¯out,eff (Equation 50), but different eout
(= 0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9) and thus different aout. All parame-
ters in these examples satisfy the double averaging ap-
proximation (Equation 20). The initial longitude of the
periapse ωout is randomly chosen in a range of (0,2pi)
1.
We find that, when the octupole effect gets stronger, the
eccentricity excitation becomes increasingly erratic as a
function of I0, and more systems have the maximum ec-
centricity driven to be 1 − emax . 10−4. Consequently,
more mergers over the Hubble timescale can be gener-
ated, and the merger window becomes broader notice-
ably. Because of the erratic variation of emax, the merger
events are not uniformly spaced in cos I0. In this situa-
tion, the merger window cannot be described by the fit-
ting formula (Equation 48; see the orange dashed curves
in Figure 9).
Figure 10 depicts an example of the time evolution of
binary merger for εoct 6= 0. Because of the octupole ef-
fect, the maximum eccentricities reached in successive
(quadrupole) LK cycles increase. Eventually emax be-
comes sufficiently large and the binary merges quickly.
When εoct is sufficiently large, the orbital evolution
of the inner binary becomes chaotic, and the evolution
shows a strong dependence on the initial conditions (e.g.,
Lithwick & Naoz 2011; Li et al. 2014). Figure 11 illus-
trates this chaotic behavior. We see that the octupole-
induced extreme eccentricity excitation occurs in an ir-
regular manner, shortening or extending the time for
mergers. As a result, Tm exhibits an irregular depen-
dence on I0, as seem in Figure 9.
The merger windows shown in Figure 9 are based on
the double-averaged secular equations. For close and
more eccentric companions, these double-averaged equa-
1 Note that for eout,0 6= 0 with finite εoct, the orbital evolution
depends not only on I0, but also on the orientation of eout,0 rela-
tive to the initial Lˆ. We can specify this orientation by the initial
longitude of periapse of the outer orbit, ωout,0, which is angle be-
tween eout,0 and the line of the ascending node of the two (inner
and outer) orbits. When the inner orbit has a finite eccentricity,
the orbital evolution will (in general) also depend on ωin,0, the an-
gle between ein,0 and the line of the ascending node. Recall that
in this paper we consider only ein,0 ' 0.
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Fig. 9.— Similar to Figure 3, but for four different values of eout. All four panels have the same a¯out,eff ' 6.65 (Equation 50),
m1 = m3 = 30M, m2 = 20M, and a0 = 100AU. The semi-major axis of the tertiary companion is aout = 6700AU (top left), 7000AU
(top right), 8300AU (lower left), and 15200AU (lower right), corresponding to εoct = 0, 0.001, 0.002, 0.006, respectively. The orange dashed
lines are (quadrupole) analytical expressions (see Equations 42, 48). For each value of eout, the upper panel does not include GW emission,
while the middle and bottom panels do (each dot represents a successful merger event within 1010 yrs).
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Fig. 10.— Sample orbital and spin evolution of a BH binary system with an eccentric tertiary companion. The top three panels show the
time evolution of orbital elements of the inner BH binary and three bottom panels represent the spin evolution. Here, the parameters are
m1 = 30M, m2 = 20M, m3 = 30M, aout = 6000AU, eout = 0.6, and the initial a0 = 100AU, e0 = 0.001, ωout = 0.7 rad, I0 = 93.5◦
and θ0sl = 0
◦.
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Fig. 11.— Same as Figure 10, but for eout = 0.9. The initial parameters I0 and ωout,0 are as labeled. Because of the chaotic nature of
the octupole LK effect, small changes in I0 or ωout,0 lead to very different merger times.
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Fig. 12.— Eccentricity excitation (no GW emission; upper panel)
and merger time (with GW emission; lower panel) as a function of
cos I0. The parameters are the same as the eout = 0.9 case of
Figure 9, except for a closer companion (aout = 12800AU). The
cyan and purple dots are obtained from calculations based on the
single and double averaged equations, respectively.
tions break down, and we can use single-averaged equa-
tions (see Section 2.1.2). Figure 12 shows a sample nu-
merical results for the merger windows computed us-
ing single-averaged equations and double-averaged equa-
tions. Here, a¯out,eff is chosen to be relatively small
(' 5.6), where the system lies near the boundary of
parameter regions between single and double averaging.
The upper panel shows the eccentricity excitation for
a grid of I0 values when the system is non-dissipative
(i.e. GW emission is turned off). We find that a portion
of the systems computed from single-averaged equations
can reach higher emax, even beyond elim (which is derived
from the double averaging approximation). In particular,
when gravitational radiation is included, a larger number
of mergers with Tm . (a few)×108 yrs occur due to the
extreme emax, as depicted in the lower panel; such rapid
mergers are relatively rare in the calculations based on
the double-averaged equations.
Figure 13 shows the merger windows and merger frac-
tions as a function of a¯out,eff (see Equation 50) for dif-
ferent values of eout. In our calculations, the orientation
of the initial eout (for a given I0) is random (i.e. ωout,0
is uniformly distributed in 0 − 2pi). We see that, for a
given eout, the merger window shows an general trend of
widening as a¯out,eff decreases, resulting in an increase of
fmerger. Moreover, for the same value of a¯out,eff (thus
the same quadrupole effect), the merger window and
merger fraction can be very different for different eout.
In general, the larger the eccentricity eout, the stronger
the octupole effect, and therefore the wider the window.
Compared to the analytical expressions based on the
quadrupole approximation (see Section 3.1), fmerger can
be enhanced by a factor of a few. Note that for some
values of a¯out,eff , the irregular distribution of merger
events inside the merger window appears; this results
from the chaotic behaviors of the octupole-order LK os-
cillations (see also the examples in Figure 9, particulary
the eout = 0.6 case).
3.3. Scaling Relations for Quadrupole Systems and
Application to Neutron Star Binaries
Although in this paper we focus on BH binaries, similar
analysis can be done for neutron star (NS) binary merg-
ers induced by tertiary companions. A double NS merger
event (GW170817) has recently been detected through
gravitational waves and electromagnetic radiation (e.g.,
Abbott et al. 2017d). We can expect more such detec-
tions in the future.
NS binaries differ from BH binaries in that the NS mass
is much smaller than the BH mass, and thus for the same
initial ain = a0 (& 1AU), a larger eccentricity excitation
is required to induce NS binary merger. Moreover, since
the masses of the two members of NS binaries are typ-
ically quite similar, the octupole LK effect is negligible
(εoct ' 0). Therefore, the mergers of NS binaries in the
presence of distant companions can be well described in
the quadrupole approximation (see Section 3.1). Thus,
the maximum eccentricity required for mergers (within
time Tcrit) can be obtained form Equation (49), and the
required initially mutual inclination can be calculated
using Equation (42) by replacing emax with em. In an-
other word, the merger window and merger fraction for
NS binaries can be calculated analytically (Equation 51),
without the need for numerical integrations of the single
or double averaged equations.
Figure 14 presents the results of merger window and
merger fraction for equal-mass NS binaries (m1 = m2 =
1.4M). All systems shown satisfy the stability crite-
rion. We choose three different initial semi-major axes
(a0 = 1AU, 10AU and 100AU)
2. For each NS binary,
we consider a variety of tertiary bodies (different m3 and
eout, as labeled). We find that, for a given a0, differ-
ent m3 and eout (with the same a¯out,eff) affect the po-
sition of merger window (i.e. the range of cos I0) but
not the value of fmerger (cf. Figure 8). On the other
hand, the merger windows and fractions have strong de-
pendence on the initial semi-major axis (e.g. fmerger
for a0 = 1AU is about 100 times larger than that for
a0 = 100AU). This is because for the small a0, the in-
duced eccentricity in the LK oscillations does not have
to be too large to produce mergers within 1010 yrs (e.g.
1 − em ' 10−3 for a0 = 1AU, 10−4 for a0 = 10AU and
10−6 for a0 = 100AU, respectively). In addition, the
range of a¯out,eff producing merger is different for differ-
ent a0.
The result of Figure 14 (upper panel) for the merger
fraction can be summarized by the fitting formula for
2 Note that for a0 . a few AU, binary interactions, such as
mass transfer and common envelope phase may be important. We
include the a0 = 1AU case to illustrate the dependence of our
results on a0.
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Fig. 13.— Similar to Figure 8, but include the octupole effect. We fix m3 = 30M but vary eout as labeled. The left panels are for
a0 = 100AU, and right panels are for a0 = 20AU. In the bottom four panels of each column, each dot represents a successful merger event
within the Hubble time (1010 yrs). Note that when eout 6= 0, merger events can have an irregular distribution as a function of cos I0.
fmaxmerger, the maximum value of fmerger (for a given a0),
and a¯maxout,eff , the maximum value of a¯out,eff for merger to
be possible. Figure 15 shows that for the parameters of
Figure 14 (with m1 = m2 = 1.4M, Tcrit = 1010 yrs), we
have
fmaxmerger ' 5.8%
(
a0
AU
)−0.67
, a¯maxout,eff ' 0.23
(
a0
AU
)1.1
.
(52)
Scaling relations for general quadrupole systems.
Equation (52) can be generalized to other types of sys-
tems (with different m1, m2) and different value of
merger time Tcrit. From Equations (11) and (49), we
see that the critical eccentricity em required for merger
within time Tcrit depends on (µTcrit)(m12/a
2
0)
2. From
Equation (42) we see that for η  1 (a good approxi-
mation), the critical inclinations (I±0,merger; see Equation
51) for a given emax = em depend only on εGR, or the
combination (m12/a
2
0)
2(a3out,eff/m3). Thus the merger
fraction fmerger depends on m1, m2, a0 and Tcrit only
through (m12/a
2
0) and µTcrit. We therefore expect from
Equation (52) that fmaxmerger ∝ (a0/m0.512 )−0.67(µTcrit)α and
a¯maxout,eff ∝ (a0/m0.512 )1.1(µTcrit)β , where α, β are fitting pa-
rameters. Figure 16 shows the fitting. We find
fmaxmerger '5.8%
[(
a0
AU
)(
m12
2.8M
)−0.5]−0.67
×
(
µ
0.7M
Tcrit
1010yrs
)0.16
,
(53)
and
a¯maxout,eff '0.23
[(
a0
AU
)(
m12
2.8M
)−0.5]1.1
×
(
µ
0.7M
Tcrit
1010yrs
)0.06
.
(54)
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Fig. 14.— Merger fractions and merger windows as a function
of a¯out,eff (see Equation 50) for neutron star binaries. The binary
parameters are m1 = m2 = 1.4M, and the tertiary companion
parameters are as indicated. These results are obtained analyti-
cally using Equations (42), (49) and (51). Each curve terminates
on the left at the instability limit (Equation 47). The maximum
value of a¯out,eff to have merger is denoted by a¯
max
out,eff , and the max-
imum value of fmerger (which occurs at small a¯out,eff) is denoted
by fmaxmerger.
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Fig. 15.— The maximum values of fmaxmerger and a¯
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out,eff as a
function of initial semi-major axis a0 of NS binaries.
These fitting formulae are valid for any type of LK-
induced BH/NS mergers in the quadrupole order.
4. EVOLUTION OF BH SPIN AND SPIN-ORBIT
MISALIGNMENT
4.1. Spin-Orbit Coupling
We now study how the BH spin evolves during LK-
induced binary mergers. We present the evolution equa-
tion for S1 = S1Sˆ1 (where S1 is the magnitude of the
spin angular momentum of m1 and Sˆ1 is the unit vec-
tor). The de-Sitter precession of Sˆ1 around Lˆ (1.5 PN
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Fig. 16.— The maximum values of fmaxmerger and a¯
max
out,eff as
a function of the critical merger time Tcrit of the binaries (for
m1 = m2 = 1.4M). The points are obtained analytically using
Equations (42), (49) and (51). The solid (a0 = 1AU) and dashed
(a0 = 10AU) lines are given by the fitting formulae (53)-(54).
effect) is govern by (e.g., Barker & O’Connell 1975)
dSˆ1
dt
= ΩSLLˆ× Sˆ1, (55)
with the orbital-averaged spin precession rate
ΩSL =
3Gn(m2 + µ/3)
2c2a(1− e2) . (56)
Similar equation applies to the spinning body 2. Note
that ΩSL is of the same order as ΩGR (Equation 7) for
m1 ∼ m2. There are also back-reaction torques from Sˆ1
on Lˆ and eˆ:
dL
dt
∣∣∣∣
LS
= ΩLSSˆ1 × L,
de
dt
∣∣∣∣
LS
= ΩLSSˆ1 × e− 3ΩLS
(
Lˆ · Sˆ1
)
Lˆ× e,
(57)
where
ΩLS = ΩSL
S1
L
=
GS1(4 + 3m2/m1)
2c2a3(1− e2)3/2 . (58)
We include this effect in our calculations, although it
(Equation 57) is usually negligible since S1  L 3. The
spin-spin coupling (2 PN correction) is always negligible
until the final phase of the merger, and will be ignored
in our calculations. In addition, the de-Sitter precession
3 With S1 = χ1Gm21/c, the ratio S1/L is
χ1(m1/m2)[Gm12/(c2a(1 − e2))]1/2, which is  1 for
a(1 − e2)  Gm12/c2 (i.e., the inner binary pericenter dis-
tance is much larger than the gravitational radius). The inequity
S1  L is well satisfied for our calculations since the spin-orbit
misalignment angle θs1l is frozen well before the inner binary
reaches the separation Gm12/c2 (see Equations 61-62).
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of Sˆ1 induced by the tertiary companion is neglected as
well (since we consider m1 ∼ m2, and m3 is not much
larger, but aout  a). In all our calculations, we use
χ1 = χ2 = 0.1 for concreteness. But note that the values
of χ1 and χ2 do not affect the results of our paper (except
Figure 20, which assumes χ1 = χ2). This is because (i)
The de-Sitter precession frequency ΩSL (Equation 56) is
independent of χ1, χ2, (ii) The inequity S1, S2  L is
well satisfied (see footnote 3).
In terms of the inner BH binary axis Lˆ, the effect of
the companion is to induce precession of Lˆ around Lˆout
with nutation (when e 6= 0). In the quadrupole order,
we have
dL
dt
∣∣∣∣
LK,quad
= − 3L
4tLK
√
1− e2 (59)
×
[(
j · Lˆout
)
Lˆout × j + 5
(
e · Lˆout
)
e× Lˆout
]
.
An approximate expression for the rate of change of Lˆ is
given by (Anderson et al. 2016)
ΩL =
∣∣∣∣dLˆdt
∣∣∣∣
LK,quad
' 3(1 + 4e
2)
8tLK
√
1− e2
∣∣∣ sin 2I∣∣∣. (60)
The spin evolution is determined by two competing
processes: Sˆ1 precesses around Lˆ at the rate ΩSL, and
Lˆ varies at the rate ΩL. There are three possible spin
behaviors depending on the ratio ΩSL/ΩL:
(i) For ΩL  ΩSL (“nonadiabatic” regime), the spin
axis Sˆ1 cannot “keep up” with the rapidly changing Lˆ,
which precesses around a fixed Lˆout (for Lout  L). Thus
Sˆ1 effectively precesses around Lˆout, keeping the mis-
alignment angle between Sˆ1 and Lˆout, θsb ≡ cos−1(Sˆ1 ·
Lˆout), approximately constant.
(ii) For ΩSL  ΩL (“adiabatic” regime), Sˆ1 is strongly
coupled to Lˆ. The spin axis Sˆ1 closely “follows” Lˆ, main-
taining an approximately constant spin-orbit misalign-
ment angle θsl ≡ cos−1(Sˆ1 · Lˆ).
(iii) For ΩSL ∼ ΩL (“trans-adiabatic” regime), the spin
evolution can be complex, potentially generating large
spin-orbit misalignment θsl. Since both ΩSL and ΩL de-
pend on e during the LK cycles, the precise transitions
between these regimes can be fuzzy.
To help characterize the spin dynamics, we introduce
an “adiabaticity parameter” as
A ≡
∣∣∣∣ΩSLΩL
∣∣∣∣ = A0 1(1 + 4e2)√1− e2| sin 2I| , (61)
where
A0 ≡
∣∣∣∣ΩSLΩL sin 2I
∣∣∣∣
e=0
=
4G(m2 + µ/3)m12a
3
out,eff
c2m3a4
' 2.76× 10−5
[
(m2 + µ/3)
35M
](
m12
60M
)
×
(
m3
30M
)−1(
aout,eff
103AU
)3(
a
102AU
)−4
.
(62)
Note that A has a steep dependence on the eccentricity
e and inclination I, and it is time varying, while A0 is
an intrinsic indicator for identifying which system may
undergo potentially complicated spin evolution. Since
A0 depends sensitively on a, during the orbital decay a
system may transit from “non-adiabatic” at large a’s to
“adiabatic” at small a’s, where the final spin-orbit mis-
alignment angle θfsl is “frozen”. Note that A0 is directly
related to εGR (see Equation 41) by
A0
εGR
=
4
3
m2 + µ/3
m12
. (63)
Thus, when the initial value of εGR (at a = a0) satis-
fies εGR,0 . 9/4 (a necessary condition for LK eccentric-
ity excitation; see Equation 46), we also have the initial
A0 . (3m2 + µ)/m12 ∼ 1. This implies that any system
that experiences enhanced orbital decay due to LK os-
cillations must go through the “trans-adiabatic” regime
and therefore possibly complicated spin evolution (Liu &
Lai 2017).
In our previous study (Liu & Lai 2017), we consid-
ered initially compact BH binaries (with a0 ∼ 0.2AU),
which can merge by themselves without the aid of a ter-
tiary companion. We focused on systems with initial
A0 not much less than unity, and showed that such sys-
tems can experience complex/chaotic spin evolution dur-
ing the LK-enhanced mergers. In this paper, we consider
the inner BH binaries with large initial semi-major axis
(a0 = 20, 100AU) and initial A0  1. As we shall see,
such systems exhibit a variety of different spin evolution-
ary behaviors during the LK-induced mergers.
The bottom panel of Figure 4 shows a representative
example of the spin evolution during the LK-induced or-
bital decay. The system begins with A0 ∼ 10−3  1
(Equation 62). At the early stage of the evolution,
ΩSL  ΩL, leading θsb to be nearly constant. Because
of the large variation of Lˆ, the spin-orbit angle θsl os-
cillates with a large amplitude. As the orbit decays and
circularizes, Lˆ becomes frozen relative to Lˆout (with final
inclination I ' 125◦), while Sˆ precesses rapidly around
Lˆ, with θsl settling down to the final value (' 90◦). A
non-zero final spin-orbit misalignment has been produced
from the originally aligned configuration – This is only
one example of the complex BH spin evolutionary paths
during LK-induced mergers (Section 4.2).
The problem we study here is similar to the problem of
the dynamics of stellar spin driven by a giant planet un-
dergoing Lidov-Kozai oscillations and migration (Storch
et al. 2014; Storch & Lai 2015; Anderson et al. 2016;
Storch et al. 2017). However, there is an important dif-
ference: The de-Sitter precession of the BH spin is always
prograde with respect to the orbit (the precession rate
vector is ΩSLLˆ), while the Newtonian precession of the
stellar spin driven by the planet arises from the rotation-
induced stellar oblateness and depends on cos θsl (the
precession rate vector is along the direction of− cos θslLˆ).
This difference implies that the (Newtonian) stellar spin
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axis is prone to resonant (and potentially chaotic) exci-
tation of spin-orbit misalignment, even for circular orbit
(e.g., Lai 2014; Lai et al. 2018), while the BH spin evo-
lution is more regular: The nodal precession of the in-
ner orbit driven by the external companion (i.e.the pre-
cession of Lˆ and Lˆout) is retrograde (see Equation 59),
whereas the precession of Sˆ around Lˆ is prograde, so sec-
ular resonace does not usually happen when the orbital
evolution is regular.
In the case of NS binaries, Newtonian effect due to the
oblateness of the NS (m1) also contributes to the spin
precession. Equation (55) is changed to
dSˆ1
dt
= Ω
(dS)
SL Lˆ× Sˆ1 + Ω(Newtonian)SL Lˆ× Sˆ1, (64)
where
Ω
(Newtonian)
SL = −
3Gm2(I3 − I1)
2a3(1− e2)3/2
cos θs1l
S1
. (65)
Here, I3 and I1 are principal moments of inertia of the
NS. For (I3 − I1) ≡ kq∗m1R21Ωˆ21 and S1 = I3Ω1 =
k∗m1R21Ω1, where R1 is the NS radius and Ωˆ1 is the
rotation rate of the NS in unit of (Gm1/R
3
1)
1/2, we have
Ω
(Newtonian)
SL = −
3kq∗
2k∗
(
m2
m1
)(
R1
a
)3
Ω1
(1− e2)3/2 cos θs1l.
(66)
Thus the ratio Ω
(Newtonian)
SL /Ω
(dS)
SL is∣∣∣∣∣Ω(Newtonian)SLΩ(dS)SL
∣∣∣∣∣ =
(
kq∗
k∗
)
m2√
m1m12
[
R1
a(1− e2)
]1/2
× R1c
2
G(m2 + µ/3)
Ωˆ1| cos θs1l|. (67)
For typical NS, m1 ' 1.4M, R1 ' 10 km, kq∗ ' 0.17,
k∗ ' 0.26 4 and Ωˆ1 ' 0.023(P1/20ms)−1 (where P1 is
the rotation period of the NS). Since a(1− e2) > R1, we
see that |Ω(Newtonian)SL /Ω(dS)SL | is always  1.
4.2. Complex BH Spin Evolution Paths
We have seem from Section 3 that LK-induced BH bi-
naries can have a variety of orbital evolution paths to-
ward the final merger. Correspondingly, the evolution of
BH spin in these binaries also exhibit a rich set of evo-
lutionary behaviors. They can be roughly divided into
four cases (see Figure 17).
Case I (see Figures 4-5): This usually occurs when the
initially inclination I0 is sufficiently different from I0,lim
(see Equation 43), so that (1−emax) is much larger than
(1−elim). In this case, the inner binary experiences mul-
tiple LK oscillations; the amplitude of the eccentricity
oscillations shrinks gradually as the orbit decays; even-
tually the binary circularizes and merges quickly. As
4 For polytropic stellar models (with index n), kq∗ is approx-
imately related to k∗ via the relations k∗ = 2κn/5 and kq∗ '
κ2n/2(1 − n/5). For n = 1, κn ' 0.65 (see Table 1 of Lai et al.
1993).
shown in the lower panels of Figures 4 and 5, during
the early stage, the angle θsb is approximately constant
(since A0  1), while θsl exhibits larger variation due to
the rapid precession of Lˆ around Lˆout; at the later stage,
as the orbit decays, Lˆ becomes fixed relative to Lˆout,
while Sˆ precesses rapidly around Lˆ with a fixed final θsl
close to 90◦.
Case II (Figures 10-11): This occurs when I0 is not
close to I0,lim, but emax is driven to a value close to elim
due to the octupole effect. As seem from Figures 10
and 11, the inner binary experiences multiple LK cycles,
each with increasing emax driven by the octupole poten-
tial; eventually emax becomes sufficiently large and the
orbit decays rapidly. Unlike case I, the spin evolution
transitions from the “nonadiabatic” regime to the “adi-
abatic” regime quickly. Because of the extremely rapid
orbital decay, the oscillation of θsl continues to the end
(by contrast, In Figures 4-5, the θsl oscillation freezes
as the orbit decays), and the final θsl lies in the range
θfsl ∈ (0, pi).
Case III (Figure 7): This occurs when I0 is close to
I0,lim. Similar to Case I, the orbit goes through eccen-
tricity oscillations, suppression of the oscillations and
circularization. However, since I0 ≈ I0,lim, the orbital
inclination oscillates with a small amplitude and passes
through 90◦. This implies that Sˆ1 stays fairly close to Lˆ
at the early stage (see Figure 17) and θsl does not expe-
rience large amplitude (0 − pi) oscillations. Eventually,
θsl settles down to a value below 90
◦.
Case IV (see Figure 6): This also occurs when I0 is
close to I0,lim. Similar to Case II, the inner binary expe-
riences extreme eccentricity excitation, and merge within
one LK cycle (one-shot merger). Because Lˆ basically
does not evolve in time (see Figure 17), a small (< 90◦)
θfsl is produced.
It is clear that the spin evolution is complicated and
depends on various parameters and timescales. Our un-
derstanding of the spin behaviors is based largely on the
numerical integrations. The four cases discussed above
are representative, and do not capture the complete sets
of spin evolutionary behaviors.
Figures 3 and 9 (bottom panels) show the final distri-
bution of θfsl as a function of cos I0 in the merger window
for several different systems. When eout = 0, θ
f
sl has a
regular distribution, and most of the values are found
around . 90◦; the spin evolution follows the examples
in Case I (θfsl ' 90◦), Case III and Case IV (one-shot
merger) discussed above. When eout 6= 0, θfsl shows a
much wider range of values from 0◦ to 180◦ due to the
octupole effect (as in Case II discussed above).
Note that for small eout, the final spin-orbit misalign-
ment angles θfs1l and θ
f
s2l
are strongly correctly; this cor-
relation is particularly strong for the eout = 0 case (see
Figure 9). This arises because for small eout, the orbital
evolution is regular. The spin vectors Sˆ1 and Sˆ2 evolve
independently during the orbital decay (since spin-spin
coupling is negligible). Although the de-Sitter precession
18
Fig. 17.— The trajectories of the spin and angular momentum axes of the inner BH binary. The left panels show the projection of Lˆ in
the x-y plane (where the z-axis is along the initial total angular momentum of the triple, which is also approximately aligned with Lout).
The middle panels show the similar projection of Sˆ. The right panels show the projection of Sˆ in the plane perpendicular to Lˆ (with θsl
the angel between Sˆ and Lˆ, and φsl the rotational phase of Sˆ around Lˆ). In each panel, the filled circle (square) denotes the initial (final)
position. The four cases shown here correspond to Figures 5, 10, 7 and 6, respectively.
rates of Sˆ1 and Sˆ2 are different (since m1 6= m2), the spin
evolution is regular as long as A0  1 (corresponding to
Cases I, III and IV discussed in Section 4.2). In particu-
lar, the “90◦ attractor” is a generic feature independent
of the precise value of ΩSL (see Section 4.3). In contrast,
for high eout (see the eout = 0.9 case in Figure 9), the oc-
tupole effect makes the orbital evolution chaotic, which
also induces chaotic evolution of the spin-orbit misalign-
ment (see Figure 11). Therefore, θfs1l and θ
f
s2l
become
largely uncorrelated.
4.3. Understanding the Spin Evolution: The 90◦
Attractor?
We see from the previous subsections that when the
octupole effect is negligible (εoct  1), the spin-orbit
misalignment angle (starting from initial θ0sl = 0
◦) of-
ten evolves toward θfsl ' 90◦ as the binary orbit decays.
What is the origin of this 90◦ “attractor”?
In Liu & Lai (2017), we used the principle of adiabatic
invariance to derive an analytical expression of θfsl for the
case where the inner BH binary remains circular in the
presence of an inclined tertiary companion (i.e. the inner
binary merges by itself without eccentricity excitation,
although the binary orbital angular momentum axis Lˆ
does vary and precess around Lˆout). We can use similar
idea to understand qualitatively the origin of the 90◦
attractor in quadrupole LK-induced mergers.
In the quadrupole order, the angular momentum axis Lˆ
varies at the rate given by Equation (60). This variation
involves precession around Lˆout and nutation (change in
19
I). If we neglect nutation, we have 5
dLˆ
dt
∣∣∣∣
LK,quad
' −ΩplLˆout × Lˆ = −Ωpl Ltot
Lout
× Lˆ, (68)
where Ltot = L + Lout, and
Ωpl =
3Lˆ · Lˆout
4tLK
√
1− e2
(
1 + 4e2
)
. (69)
Equation (68) shows that Lˆ rotates around the Ltot axis.
In this rotating frame, the spin evolution equation (55)
transforms to (
dSˆ1
dt
)
rot
= Ωeff × Sˆ1, (70)
where
Ωeff = ΩSLLˆ + Ωpl
Ltot
Lout
. (71)
Note that the ratio between ΩSL and Ωpl is∣∣∣∣ΩSLΩpl
∣∣∣∣ = A sin I = A02(1 + 4e2)√1− e2| cos I| , (72)
where A, A0 are given by Equations (61)-(62).
If we assume Ωˆeff ≡ Ωeff/|Ωeff | varies slowly (much
slower than |Ωeff |; see below), then θeff,S1 , the angle be-
tween Sˆ1 and Ωeff , is an adiabatic invariant. Suppose
Sˆ1 and Lˆ are aligned initially (θ
0
sl = 0
◦), then the initial
θ0eff,S1 equals the initial θ
0
eff,L (the angle between Ωeff and
Lˆ), which is given by
tan θ0eff,L =
sin I0
(A0/2 cos I0) + η0 + cos I0 , (73)
where η0 is the initial value of η = L/Lout (see Equation
38) 6. On the other hand, after the binary has decayed,
η → 0, |ΩSL|  |Ωpl|, and thus Ωeff = ΩSLLˆ, which im-
plies θfsl ' θfeff,S1 . Therefore, under adiabatic evolution,
we have
θfsl ' θeff,S1 ' θ0eff,L. (74)
For systems with η0  1, | cos I0|  1 and A0/| cos I0| 
1, Equation (73) gives θ0eff,L ≈ 90◦, and thus adiabatic
evolution predicts θfsl ≈ 90◦.
Figure 18 shows the evolution of θeff,S1 for the four
cases discussed in Section 4.2. We see that for Case
I (Figures 4 and 5), θeff,S1 is approximately constant
throughout the evolution of the inner binary, and the
adiabatic evolution correctly predicts the 90◦ attractor
in the spin-orbit misalignment. For the other cases (Case
II-IV), θeff,S1 undergoes significant change during the in-
ner binary’s evolution, especially near the final orbital
decay phase; in these cases, Equation (73) does not pre-
dict the correct θfsl.
5 Even when nutation is neglected, Equation (68) is approximate
since a fast-varying term in Equation (69) has been neglected.
6 Note that the definition of A0 in this paper is 2 times that
defined in Liu & Lai (2017).
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Fig. 18.— The time-evolution of θeff,S1 , the angle between Sˆ1
and Ωeff (Equation 71). Each curve ends where the binary enters
the aLIGO band, at which point θeff,S1 = θ
f
sl. From the top to the
bottom, the examples shown correspond to Figures 4, 5, 10, 7 and
6, respectively.
The validity of adiabatic evolution requires that the
rate of change of Ωˆeff = Ωeff/|Ωeff | be much slower than
|Ωeff |, i.e.|dΩˆeff/dt|  |Ωeff |. In order of magnitude, we
have |dΩˆeff/dt| ∼ T−1GW (see Equation 10) 7. In Case I,
emax induced by the tertiary companion is not too ex-
treme. So the orbital decay is “gentle” and the adiabatic
condition is satisfied. In Cases II, III and IV, the rapid
orbital decay at high eccentricity implies T−1GW & |Ωeff |,
so the adiabatic evolution breaks down.
We reiterate that the above analysis cannot be consid-
ered rigorous, since the precession rate in Equation (68)
is approximate and the nutation of Lˆ has been neglected.
7 Since ΩSL and Ωpl both depend on e, the vector Ωeff also
varies on the timescale tLK
√
1− e2, which can be comparable to
|Ωpl|−1. However, in the early phase, |Ωpl|  ΩSL (this breaks
down when I crosses 90◦, as in Case III; see Figure 7), we have
Ωˆeff ' Lˆtot ' Lˆout, which is nearly constant. As the orbit decays,
ΩSL becomes large relative to Ωpl, and Ωˆeff transitions to Lˆ.
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Nevertheless, this analysis (especially Figure 18) provides
a qualitative understanding as to why θsl evolves towards
90◦ under some conditions.
4.4. Final Distribution of Spin-Orbit Misalignment
Angles
Having studied the various spin evolutionary paths in
the previous subsections, we now calculate the distribu-
tion of final spin-orbit misalignment angle for the merg-
ing systems studied in Figure 13. We consider the spins
of both BHs, and assume that both S1 and S2 are ini-
tially aligned with respect to the binary orbital angular
momentum axis.
Figure 19 summarizes our results for a0 = 100AU (the
results for a0 = 20AU are very similar). The range of
a¯out,eff values considered in this figure all lie in the regime
where the double averaging approximation is valid (see
Section 2.3). As in Figure 13, four different values of
eout are considered. When eout = 0 (the top left pan-
els), the spin evolution is regular, following the exam-
ples of Case I, Case III and Case IV (see Section 4.2).
For a¯out,eff ∈ (4.2, 6.5), the tertiary companion is rela-
tively close, many BH binaries inside the merger win-
dow pass through successive stages of LK oscillations,
LK suppression and orbital circularization (Case I), pro-
ducing a large number of systems with θfsl around 90
◦.
For a¯out,eff ∈ (6.6, 8.8), the tertiary companion is rela-
tively distant; the eccentricity cannot grow to be as in
the case of small a¯out,eff , even when I0 ' I0,lim. Thus,
the spin mainly evolves as described in Case III, and θfsl
lies in the range of 0◦ − 90◦.
When the companions are eccentric (eout 6= 0), the oc-
tupole effect comes into play and the spin may follow
the dynamics of Case II. For a given eout, when the com-
panion is relatively close (a¯out,eff is small), the octupole
effect becomes more prominent. In the case of eout = 0.9,
the orbital evolution is dominated by the octupole effect,
and the distribution of θfsl is close to being isotropic (i.e.
uniform distribution in cos θfsl), as shown in the bottom-
right panel of Figure 19.
Since the two components of the BH binary have com-
parable masses, the de-Sitter precession rates are simi-
lar. Thus it is not surprising that the distributions of
θfsl for both spins are similar. Note that θ
f
s1l
and θfs2l
are strongly correlated for eout = 0, and this correla-
tion becomes much weaker as the octupole effect becomes
stronger (see Figure 9).
Having obtained the distributions of cos θfs1l and
cos θfs2l for a range of systems with different parameters,
we can compute the distribution of the effective spin pa-
rameter for the merging binaries (see Equation 1)
χeff =
m1χ1 cos θ
f
s1l
+m2χ2 cos θ
f
s2l
m12
, (75)
where χ1,2 are the dimensionless BH spins (we set χ1 =
χ2 = 0.1 in our calculations, although our results for θ
f
s1l
and θfs2l are not affected by this choice since S1, S2  L
for all the systems considered in this paper). Figure 20
shows two examples (for a0 = 100AU and 20AU; see Fig-
ures 13 and 19), assuming χ1 = χ2
8. To obtain the χeff
distribution, we consider systems with a¯out,eff ∈ (5.6, 8.8)
for the a0 = 100AU case and a¯out,eff ∈ (0.8, 1.4) for the
a0 = 20AU case, and assume that the eccentricity of the
tertiary companion has a uniform distribution in eout (i.e.
eout = 0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9 are equally probable), and the initial
mutual inclination is randomly distributed (uniform in
cos I0). We see that although the systems with the most
eccentric companion (eout = 0.9) contribute a substantial
fraction of mergers, the overall distribution of χeff has a
peak around 0. Importantly, our result indicates that
LK-induced BH binary mergers can easily have χeff < 0
(see also Liu & Lai 2017). This is quite different from
the standard isolated binary evolution channel, where we
typically expect spin-orbit alignment and χeff > 0.
If the distributions of cos θfs1l and cos θ
f
s2l
are uncorre-
lated, as we may expect to be the case form1 6= m2, when
the octupole effect is significant (see Figure 9 and the
discussion in the last paragraph of Section 4.2), the dis-
tribution of χeff can be derived directly from P1(cos θ
f
s1l
)
and P2(cos θ
f
s2l
), the distribution functions of cos θfs1l and
cos θfs2l. Define
χ¯1 ≡ m1χ1
m1χ1 +m2χ2
, (76)
χ¯2 ≡ m2χ2
m1χ1 +m2χ2
, (77)
χ¯eff ≡ χeff
χmaxeff
≡ m12χeff
m1χ1 +m2χ2
, (78)
where χmaxeff = (m1χ1 +m2χ2)/m12 is the maximum pos-
sible value of χeff for given m1χ1 and m2χ2 (this maxi-
mum is achieved at cos θfs1l = cos θ
f
s2l
= 1). Then Equa-
tion (75) becomes
χ¯eff = χ¯1µ1 + χ¯2µ2, (79)
where µ1 ≡ cos θfs1l and µ2 ≡ cos θfs2l. Note that χ¯1 +
χ¯2 = 1 and χ¯eff ∈ [−1, 1]. Given P1(µ1) and P2(µ2), the
distribution function of χ¯eff is
P (χ¯eff) =
∫ 1
−1
dµ1P1(µ1)
∫ 1
−1
dµ2P2(µ2)
× δ(χ¯eff − χ¯1µ1 − χ¯2µ2).
(80)
In the special case when µ1 and µ2 are uniformly dis-
tributed, we have P1 = P2 = 1/2, and Equation (80)
gives
P (χ¯eff) =

(1− χ¯eff)/(4χ¯1χ¯2), χ¯eff ≥ χ¯1 − χ¯2
1/(2χ¯1), χ¯2 − χ¯1 ≤ χ¯eff ≤ χ¯1 − χ¯2
(1 + χ¯eff)/(4χ¯1χ¯2), χ¯eff ≤ χ¯2 − χ¯1,
(81)
where we have assumed χ¯1 ≥ χ¯2 without loss of gen-
erality. Thus, even for uniform distributions of cos θfs1l
8 Note that although the distribution of cos θfs1l and cos θ
f
s2l
are
independent of the values of χ1 and χ2 (see the discussion in the
paragraph following Equation 58), the distribution of χeff/χ
max
eff
obviously depends on χ1 and χ2.
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Fig. 19.— The final spin-orbit misalignment angles for both S1 and S2 as a function of a¯out,eff (see Equation 50), and the associated
distribution. The four cases (eout = 0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9) shown here are from the mergers achieved by the double-averaged secular equations
as depicted in the left panels of Figure 13. The system parameters are m1 = 30M, m2 = 20M, m3 = 30M, a0 = 100AU. The
parameter A0 (Equation 62) here corresponds to the spinning body m1. In the distribution (N/Nmax versus cos θfsl), the range of a¯out,eff
is specified, and Nmax is the number of the merger events for the corresponding range of a¯out,eff . In all panels, orange corresponds to S1,
green corresponds to S2, and brown corresponds to the overlapped region.
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Fig. 20.— The overall distribution of the rescaled binary spin pa-
rameter χeff (Equations 75 and 78) normalized by the total num-
ber of mergers. In these two examples, we set χ1 = χ2. The top
panel is for a0 = 100AU (see Figure 19) and we include merg-
ing systems with a¯out,eff ∈ (5.6, 8.8); for each eout, the number of
mergers is 673 (eout = 0), 790 (eout = 0.3), 1159 (eout = 0.6),
and 2828 (eout = 0.9), respectively, so that Nmax = 5450. The
lower panel is for a0 = 20AU, and we include systems with
a¯out,eff ∈ (0.8, 1.4); the number of mergers is 146 (eout = 0), 180
(eout = 0.3), 227 (eout = 0.6), and 411 (eout = 0.9), respectively,
so that Nmax = 964. The other parameters are the same as in
Figure 19.
and cos θfs2l (see the case of eout = 0.9 in Figure 19), the
effective spin parameter χeff is preferentially distributed
around χeff = 0 (see Figure 20).
Note that the spin-orbit misalignment distribution and
χeff distribution obtained above refer to relatively wide
BH binary systems (a0 & 10 − 100AU) that experience
merger due to large LK eccentricity excitation. Such
systems necessarily have A0  1. For BH binaries with
smaller separations (a0 . 1AU) and A0 not much less
than unity, the spin-orbit misalignment distribution can
be quite different (see Liu & Lai 2017).
Antonini et al. (2018) (see also Rodriguez & Antonini
2018) have carried population studies of BH mergers in
triple systems (based on double-averaged secular equa-
tions) and have found a similar peak around χeff = 0 in
the χeff distribution. Rodriguez & Antonini (2018) also
showed an example of the final spin-orbit misalignment
distribution with a peak around 90◦, in qualitative agree-
ment with our result. They did not distinguish the dif-
ference in the spin-orbit misalignment distributions be-
tween largely quadrupole systems (small εoct) and strong
octupole systems (large εoct). We do not agree with the
reason(s) they gave for the peak in the χeff distribution.
In particular, it is important to recognize that during
the orbital decay, the adiabaticity parameter A (Equa-
tion 61) transitions from 1 to 1, and this transition
determines θfsl.
5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper we have studied black hole (BH) binary
mergers in triple systems: A sufficiently inclined tertiary
companion excites large eccentricity in the BH binary or-
bit through gravitational perturbations (the Lidov-Kozai
mechanism), significantly shortening its merger timescale
due to gravitational wave emission. We focus on binaries
with initial separations sufficiently large (& 10 AU) so
that merger is not possible without large eccentricity ex-
citations. While this problem has been studied before in
various contexts (see references in Section 1), we make
progress by (1) systematically determining the merger
fractions for various system parameters (e.g. the masses
and orbital properties of the binary and perturber) and
deriving the relevant scaling relations, (2) examining the
spin evolution of the BHs to predict the final the spin-
orbit misalignments of the merging binaries. Although
our numerical examples focus on BH binaries with stel-
lar mass companions, our results (with appropriate re-
scalings) can be applied to neutron star binaries (see
Section 3.3) and other types of perturbers (e.g. super-
massive BHs).
5.1. Summary of Key Results
1. For BH binaries with a given initial separation
(a0 & 10 AU), the merger window (i.e., the range of
initial inclination angles I0 between the inner binary and
the outer companion that induces binary merger within
∼ 1010 years) and merger fraction depend on the effective
semi-major axis a¯out,eff ∝ aout
√
1− e2out/m1/33 (Equa-
tion 50) and eccentricity eout of the companion. The
results are summarized in Figure 13. Assuming that
the inclination of the companion is randomly distributed,
we find that the merger fraction (for typical BH masses
m1 = 30M, m2 = 20M) increases rapidly with in-
creasing eout, from ∼ 1% at eout = 0 to 10 − 20% at
eout = 0.9. This is because as the octupole potential
(∝ εoct ∝ eout; see Equation 17) of the tertiary com-
panion increases, extreme eccentricity excitation of the
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inner binaries becomes possible for a wide range of I0
(see Figure 9). Regardless of the importance of the oc-
tupole effect, the maximum a¯out,eff value for which the
inner binary has a chance to merge within 1010 years (or
any other values) can be determined analytically (using
Equations 44 and 49, setting em to elim; see also Equation
54).
2. For systems where the octupole effect is negligible
(such as those with m1 = m2 or eout = 0), the merger
window and merger fraction can be determined analyti-
cally (see Figure 8). In particular, these analytical results
can be applied to NS-NS binaries with external compan-
ions (see Section 3.3, Figure 14). We have also obtained
fitting formulae relevant to the merger fractions of vari-
ous systems (Equations 53-54).
3. On the technical side, we have developed new dy-
namical equations for the evolution of triples (Section
2.1.2) in the single averaging approximation (i.e., the
equations of motion are only averaged over the inner
orbit). These single-averaged equations have a wider
regime of validity in the parameter space than the usual
double-averaged secular equations (see Section 2.3 and
Figure 2). For systems where the octupole effect is neg-
ligible, we find that the double-averaged equations accu-
rately predict the merger window and merger fractions
even in the regime where the equations formally break
down (see Figure 8). However, when the octupole effect
is strong (large εoct), using the single-averaged equations
leads to wider merger windows and larger merger frac-
tions (see Figures 12-13).
4. During the tertiary-induced binary decay, the spin
axes of the BHs exhibit a variety of evolutionary be-
haviors due to the combined effects of spin-orbit cou-
pling (de-Sitter precession), Lidov-Kozai orbital preces-
sion/nutation and gravitational wave emission. These
spin behaviors are correlated with the orbital evolution of
the BH binary (Section 4.2). Starting from aligned spin
axes (relative to the orbital angular momentum axis), a
wide range of spin-orbit misalignments can be generated
when the binary enters the LIGO/VIRGO band:
• For systems where the octupole effect is negligi-
ble (such as those with m1 ' m2 or eout ∼ 0),
the BH spin axis evolves regularly, with the final
spin-orbit misalignment angle θfsl depending on the
initial companion inclination angle I0 in a well-
defined manner (see Figure 3 and the top left pan-
els of Figure 9) 9. We find that when I0 is not too
close to Ilim (the initial inclination angle for max-
imum/limiting eccentricity excitation; see Equa-
9 This conclusion applies to the parameter regime studied in this
paper, where the inner binary has a large initial separation a0 and
thus is capable of merging only because of the extreme eccentricity
excitation induced by the companion; this requires that the initial
εGR  1 (Equation 41) or the initial adiabaticity parameter A0 
1 (see Equations 61-63). By contrast, for systems that have smaller
a0 and experience only modest eccentricity excitations, A0 is not
much smaller than unity, the BH spin may evolve chaotically even
when εoct = 0 (Liu & Lai 2017).
tions 43-44), the spin-orbit misalignment evolves
into a 90 degree “attractor” (Figures 4-5), a feature
that can be qualitatively understood using adia-
batic invariance (see Section 4.3). When I0 is close
to Ilim, a qualitatively different spin evolution leads
to smaller θfsl (Figures 6-7).
• For systems with stronger octupole effect (larger
εoct), the BH spin evolution becomes increasingly
chaotic, with the final spin-orbit misalignment an-
gle depending sensitively on the initial conditions
(see Figures 10-11). As a result, a wide range of
θfsl values are produced, including retrograde con-
figurations (see Figure 9). The final spin-orbit mis-
alignment distribution typically peaks around 90◦,
but becomes isotropic (uniform in cos θfsl) for sys-
tems with sufficiently large εoct (Figure 19).
5. We have computed the distribution of the mass-
weighted spin parameter χeff (Equation 75) of merging
BH binaries in triples (Figure 20). While details of this
distribution depend on various parameters (e.g. distri-
bution of the companion eccentricities), it has a charac-
teristic shape with peak around χeff ' 0, extending to
the maximum possible positive and negative values (see
Equation 78).
5.2. Discussion
The merger fraction fmerger computed in this paper
(and particularly the dependence of fmerger on various
parameters) can be used to obtain an estimate of the
rate of Lidov-Kozai-induced BH binary mergers in the
galactic field, provided that one makes certain assump-
tion about the BH populations in triples and their prop-
erties. We do not present such an estimate here since
such a calculation necessarily contains large uncertain-
ties (see Silsbee & Tremaine 2017; Antonini et al. 2017),
like all other scenarios of producing merging BH bina-
ries. Suffice it to say that with our computed fmerger of
a few to 10 percent, it is possible to produce (with large
error bars) the observed BH binary merger rate (10-200
Gpc−3yr−1).
As noted in Section 1, the mass-weighted spin param-
eter χeff may serve as useful indicator of binary BH
formation mechanism. The five discovered BH bina-
ries all have low values of χeff , which could be either
the result of slowly-spinning BHs (e.g., Zaldarriaga et
al. 2017) or large spin-orbit misalignments. The event
GW170104 has χeff = −0.12+0.21−0.3 , which may require ret-
rograde spinning BHs, especially if low individual spins
(χ1,2 . 0.2) can be ruled out. Such a retrograde spin-
orbit misalignment would challenge the isolated binary
BH formation channel, and point to the importance of
some flavors of dynamical formation mechanisms. We
note that the Lidov-Kozai-induced BH mergers lead to
a unique shape of χeff distribution (Figure 20) that may
be used to distinguish it from other types of dynamical
interactions. For example, a completely random distri-
bution of spin-orbit misalignments, as expected from the
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mechanisms involving multiple closer encounters and ex-
change interactions in dense clusters (e.g., Rodriguez et
al. 2015; Chatterjee et al. 2017), would lead to a spe-
cific distribution given by Equation (81). As the number
of detected BH merger events increases in the coming
years, the distribution of χeff will be measured experi-
mentally, therefore providing valuable constraints on the
binary BH formation mechanisms.
Although we have focused on isolated BH triples in this
paper, many aspects of our results (with proper rescal-
ings) can be applied to triples that dynamically form in
globular clusters or BH binaries moving around a super-
massive BH (e.g., Miller & Hamilton 2002; Wen 2003;
Thompson 2011; Antonini & Perets 2012; Antonini et al.
2014; Petrovich & Antonini 2017; Hoang et al. 2018). In
a dense cluster, the orbits of a triple system can be per-
turbed or even disrupted by close fly-bys of other objects.
Therefore the survival timescale of the triple may not be
as long as 1010 years, depending on the mean density of
the surroundings. In this case, the merger window and
merger fraction may be reduced (see Equations 53-54),
and the remaining systems can lead to extremely large
eccentricities and shorter merger times. Also, our con-
clusion on the distribution of near-merger spin-orbit mis-
alignments depends on the initial BH spin orientations.
We have assumed initial spin-orbit alignment through-
out this paper, but this may not be valid for dynamically
formed binaries and triples in dense clusters. We plan to
address some of these issues in a future paper.
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